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Summary
This brief is intended to provide clarity on the Azure Customer Solution (formally known as the Hosting Exception)
provided in the Azure Product Terms. This brief is not designed to introduce new or supplement existing terms, but
rather provide insight into this topic and the intent of the Azure Customer Solution.

Details
Microsoft intent
If an entity wants to resell Microsoft Azure services, they should evaluate the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)
program. The Azure Customer Solution in the Azure Product Terms allows an entity who purchases Microsoft Azure
through a volume licensing agreement to build a solution on Microsoft Azure and sell that solution to their
customers.
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The Azure Customer Solution in the Product Terms is intended for customers like Independent Software Vendors
(ISVs) who purchase and consume Azure Services to develop and deliver a Software as a Service (SaaS) application
that meets the definition of a “Customer Solution” as defined in the Product Terms.
At a high level, you can consider three main scenarios for offers built with Azure. However, each scenario needs to
be evaluated closely and may not fit into one of the following, predefined scenarios.
1) Entity selling Azure only—evaluation of the CSP program
2) Entity providing a SaaS powered by Azure—the Azure Customer Solution in the Enterprise
Agreement (EA) or Microsoft Customer Agreement
3) Entity doing something else (Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), reselling Azure on the EA, bundling
Azure services without added value, etc.)—this is likely not allowed under the Azure product terms
applicable to volume licensing programs. Discuss with your Microsoft account team to determine the
right model to help you take these types of offers to market with Microsoft products.

Azure Customer Solution as of February 2022
DISCLAIMER: For the current terms and conditions that are applicable and Microsoft’s licensing rules, please refer
to the Product Terms here.

Azure Customer Solution
Use Rights and Conditions for Use
Customer may create and maintain a Customer Solution. Despite anything to the contrary in the Customer’s
licensing agreement, Customer may permit third parties to access and use the Microsoft Azure Services solely in
connection with the use of that Customer Solution.
Customer is responsible for ensuring that third parties who access, use, or distribute the Customer Solution comply
with these terms, and the terms and conditions of Customer’s licensing agreement, and all applicable laws.
Customer Solution means any application that the Customer makes available to its end users consisting of
Customer’s applications and the Microsoft Azure Services, whereby Customer’s application adds primary and
significant functionality and is not primarily a substitute for the Microsoft Azure Services. Customer applications that
only provide billing, license management, and/or infrastructure services (e.g., virtual machines, containers, storage,
or management for such infrastructure services) do not constitute “primary and significant functionality.”

Exceptions
Certain Microsoft Azure Services may have alternatives to the Azure Customer Solution clause. It is your
responsibility to review all terms and conditions applicable to the individual services in question.
You can do so by visiting the Product Terms here.
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Scenario

Allowed under Azure
Customer Solution?

Travel Company has an online reservation system deployed in Azure that’s used by unaffiliated third
parties (i.e., other travel companies) for the end customers of the Travel Company and end
customers of the Travel Company’s unaffiliated third parties.

Allowed

Managed Service Provider adds a user interface (UI) to its Azure instance and claims the UI is a
hosted solution.

Not Allowed

Infrastructure provider uses its own Azure tenant to provide managed infrastructure services to a
third party or its end customers.

Not Allowed

Reseller sells pure Azure Services to a customer.

Not Allowed

Selling a solution vs. selling Azure services

Frequently asked questions
Q1: What does “primary and significant functionality” mean?
A: Your solution that runs on Azure should unequivocally be adding primary and significant functionality. If
there is any ambiguity, your solution likely does not meet this requirement and should be closely evaluated.
Some common scenarios are listed below. This is not an exhaustive list of examples. Every solution should be
independently evaluated to ensure it meets the Azure Customer Solution requirements.
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Q2: What is a “Customer Solution”?
A: A Customer Solution is an “App” or “SaaS” that runs on Azure.
Q3: What Azure Services are not covered by the Azure Customer Solution?
A: Those including, but not limited to, services purchased as a Microsoft Azure Services Plan (except Azure
Stack Hub), Azure AD Premium, and Azure Virtual Desktop (licensed separately—called out in the Servicespecific section of the Azure Product Terms).
Q4: Where can I find more information regarding hosting and Azure Stack Hub?
A: Azure Stack Hub Licensing, Packaging and Pricing Guide and the Product Terms.
Q5: Is tax included in Azure Services pricing?
A: No. Tax is not included in the list price for any Microsoft product.
Q6: I am an ISV and also want to resell Azure to customers. What should I do?
A: ISV partners who want to resell Azure should sign up to become a CSP partner.
Q7: I have a Managed Services business designed to drive customers to Azure and I’ll configure, manage, and/or
support the end customer’s Azure environment. What is the right way for me to go to market in this fashion?
A: You can consider CSP because it allows you to provide the full Managed Services to your customer.
Q8: What is the difference between a Managed Services provider and an ISV running a Customer Solution on
Azure?
A: A Managed Services provider is not providing a finished application and instead is managing an end
customer’s cloud environment on their behalf.
An ISV running a Customer Solution on Azure is a customer that has created a net-new SaaS application
running on Azure. The end customer is purchasing the whole solution versus the underlying services
standalone, which is required for the application to run.
Q9: Can I host other Microsoft products that run on Azure under the Azure Customer Solution?
A: The Azure Customer Solution clause only applies to Azure Services. Please review the applicable servicespecific terms for other Microsoft products in the Product Terms to confirm whether any hosting use rights
exist.
Q10: I want to host a Customer Solution that relies on part of a Microsoft Business Applications product. What is
the best way for me to go to market with this SaaS-like solution?
A: Review the applicable service-specific terms for other Microsoft products in the Product Terms to confirm
whether any hosting use rights exist. You can consider CSP to provide an application embedded with
Microsoft Business Applications and Azure.
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Q11: I built a portal (i.e., a management console) to run on Azure. Does that qualify for the Azure Customer
Solution?
A: This depends. If the “portal” meets the Customer Solution and Azure Customer Solution criteria, yes.
•

It adds primary and significant functionality to the Microsoft Azure Services, and

•

is not primarily a substitute for the Microsoft Azure Services, and

•

does not solely provide billing, license management, and/or infrastructure services (e.g., virtual
machines, containers, storage, or management for such infrastructure services).

© 2022 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. This document is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES , EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN
THIS DOCUMENT. This information is provided to help guide your authorized use of products you license; it is not your agreeme nt. Your use of products licensed
under your volume license agreement is governed by the terms and conditions of that agreement. In the case of any conflict between this information and your
agreement, the terms and conditions of your agreement control. Prices for licenses acquired through Microsoft resellers are d etermined by the reseller.
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